Abstract
Introduction
With the advance in VLSI, a lot of research has been initiated t o design large multiprocessors computing systems using special topologies. In fact, by using a non-trivial topology, we can interconnect many processors without increasing the cost. The most popular mode is the hypercube which has been drawn considerable attention from both academic and industrial communities. The star graph in [l] claims t o possess topological superiority over the hypercube. Similar to the hypercube, the star graph possesses rich recursive structure, symmetrical properties and simple routing on the fault-free star graph. In addition, it has a lower diameter and degree, and a smaller average diameter for a given size than the hypercube.
There are two different algorithms for message routing: static and adaptive. Static routing algorithms use only a single path to route messages, whereas adaptive ronting algorithms allows more freedom in selecting the paths to route messages. If there are faults on networks, adaptive routing algorithms are necessary because static routing algorithms cannot insure messages being routed successfully. But the flexibility of adaptive routing may cause deadlock and livelock problems. A deadlock occurs when a message waits for an event that will never happen. In contrast, a livelock keeps a message moving indefinitely without reaching the destination. If any node only knows the conaition of its incident edges, a node fault will easily cause deadlock and livelock problems than an edge fault in communication because a node fault corresponds to more than one edge fault on the interconnection network.
The study of fault-tolerant routing algorithm is very popular in the field of parallel computation, because the effective execution of parallel tasks depends on the reliable communication among processors. The problems with different fault models for the hypercube have been studied in [6] ,[10], [14] , [15] . Fault tolerance of the star graph was discussed in [1], [8] , [13] .
Given a set of at most n -2 faulty nodes, node-tonode and set-to-set fault tolerant routing a1 orithms for the star graph have been presented in [6],[77. Faulttolerant routing algorithms for the star graph, based on the local failure information, have been developed subject to faulty edges in [3], [4] . The shortcoming of the algorithms listed above for the star graph is that all these algorithms are only directly subject t o node faults or edge faults. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a routing algorithm which can directly tolerate node faults and/or edge faults for the star graph.
In this paper, we present an adaptive distributed routing algorithm that has no deadlock and livelock for the faulty star graph. The algorithm is based on that the n-star graph has uniform node degree n -1 and is n -1-connected. By giving two routing rules based on the properties of nodes, we present a routing function by which the shortest path between source and destination can be found for the fault-free star graph. For a given destination in the n-star graph, n -1 node-disjoint and edge-disjoint subgraphs, which are derived from n -1 adjacent edges of the destination, can be determined by applying this routing function and the concept of Breadth First Search. When faults are encountered, according to that there are n -1 node-disjoint paths between two arbitrary nodes, the algorithm can always route messages to the destination by finding a fault-free subgraphs based on the local failure information and the properties of nodes. It is not necessary to judge types of faults that are encountered. The algorithm can tolerate at most n -2 faults (node faults and/or edge faults) t o route messages successfully for the faulty n-star graph.
Preliminaries
Let V denote the set of n! permutation of symbols {1,2, ..., n}. An n-star graph interconnection network on n symbols, denoted by S, = ( V , E ) , is an undi- can be viewed as a set of cycles, i.e., d set of symbols with the property correct position is occupied by the set. Since the n-star graph is node uting between two arbitrary nodes rei-ting from an arbitrary node to the with the identity permutation I = from a node p in S,, it suffices to follDwing two rules [l] Example : Let p = 54231, then p(3) = 34251 and
3 Routing Algorithm for S,
In this section, based on that the n-star graph has uniform node degree n -1 and is n -1-connected, we present an adaptive distributed fault-tolerant routing algorithm for S, with at most n-2 node faults and/or edge faults. Then, we prove its correctness, and analyze its properties. We make the following assumptions:
A fault can be a node fault or an edge fault. If a node is faulty, all the edges incident t o it are treated as faulty edges. Each edge is bidirectional. If an edge is faulty, both directions are faulty. The total number of faults is less than degree n -1 of S,. Any node only knows the condition of its incident edges, Both source and destination are fault-free.
3.1
If messages are routed based on R1 and R2, it is very difficult for an arbitrary node p to know through which adjacent node of I messages are sent to I . Let p-cycles = C1, CZ}, where C 1 with IC1 I 5 1 denotes C2 denotes the set of the cycles that don't contain the symbol 1. Let MI denote the set of the symbols in the cycle of C1, and let M2 denote the set of the symbols in the cycles of C2. To route messages from any node p to I , through a given adjacent node of I , two routing rules RD1 and RD2 are proposed as follows: to 1, there is only one shortest path from p(P"' s .~. , P c '~~~~> P c k -' , P C k ) to
I , which passes through the given adjacent node I(i).
Therefore Lemma 2 holds. 1. i f p l = l , t h e n p -+ p ( P j ) E T j .
-

Routing Algorithm for the Faulty S,
Given the destination node I , since the total number of faults is less than degree n -1 of S,, there is at least one fault-free subgraph T i for 2 5 i 5 n. Since Sn is n -1-connected, there are n -1 node-disjoint paths between two arbitrary nodes in the n-star graph. By finding a fault-free Ti for 2 5 i 5 n based on Lemma 5 for determining a fault-free path from a source node to a destination node, we can develop a fault-tolerant routing algorithm for S, with less than n -1 faults. Now, we present a routing algorithm called ROUT-ING that can tolerate at most n -2 faults that are node faults and/or edge faults.
Let M = {messages, I , F, P a t h } denote a sending request. F is the set of the invalid nodes which are relative to the faults and are treated as the faulty nodes, P a t h denotes the path from p to a given Ti which contains no nodes in F . Let S be the set of invalid subgraphs Ti that contain the nodes in F. When a faulty edge is encountered in the course of ROUT-ING, F , S and P a t h are updated by the function FSP(p, 1 . F ) in the following steps.
Step 1. Since the node p is not invalid node, remove p from F if p E F , and reset S and Path.
Step 2. Update F ased on the local failure informaon F , the function D i m , When IS( = n -2, since IF1 2 IS1 = n -2 and IF1 I Assume Lemma 7 is correct when f = k 5 n -3.
Let 2 be the node that encounters k faults, then IF1 = le in A4 that is sent out from 2.
When f = k + 1, let p be the node that encounters (k + 1)th faults, then IF1 = IC + 1 5 n -2 and I S 1 5 F J 5 n -2 for the node p. Since IF\ 5 n -2 and n -2 and there are n -1 node-disjoint paths f I n -2 , ( F ( = n -2 . Proof. We prove the correctness of Theorem 2 by induction. It is obvious that Theorem 2 is correct when no faults are encountered in routing.
When f = 1, let p be the node that encounters the fault, and let i = D i m ( p , I ) , then p is in E . Based on Lemma 5, we need to prove that Theorem 2 holds for 2 5 j # i 5 n in the following cases:
Case 2: pl # 1 , in Tj gS. Lemma 7 holds.
Case 2.1: p(pj) = F F R (~, I ) .
Case 2.2: p(pj) # FFR(P, I
) .
E SI it takes one step to send M from the node p to the node ~( P J )
in Tj # E . In conclusion, the algorithm ROUTING takes at most 4 f extra steps to route messages from the source s to the destination I i f f 5 n-2 in S,. The maximum ci Corollary 2 If 710 faults are encountered in routing, the algorithm ROUTING 2s optimal.
As described in [9], the shortest length of cycles of the n-star graph is 6. It shows that any routing algorithm will take at least 4f extra steps to complete routing in the worst case when any node only knows the condition of its incident edges. If any node only knows the condition of its incident edges, we conjecture that any routing algorithm cannot always route messages through the path whose length is less than the length of the path that is decided by the algorithm ROUTING for the n-star graph with less than n -1 faults.
length of the path is d(s, t ) + 4 f .
Performabe Comparisons
We show the pelrformance of ROUTING by comparing it with Uni ast-V proposed by Lan [lo] for the hypercube, and I E SR (Depth-Search-Routing) proposed by Bagherzbdeh, Nassif, and Latifi [3] for the star graph We ccimpare with those algorithms since they all make routing decisions adaptively based on the local failure information only.
The algorithm lbnicast-V can route messages from a source us to a1 destination U d in no more than H ( u , , u d ) + 2 F steps for the n-dimension hypercube with less than n 'faults, where F is the number of faults (edge and/c/r node faults) and H ( u , , ud) is the distance from U , 10 U d . In Unicast-V, an n-bit binary vector T is 'the unique message overhead that is introduced t o $ea1 with faults. In ROUTING, the message overlreads consist of two arguments: F which is bounded by n -2 elements, and Path which is bounded by 4 elements. The total message overheads are boundeib by n + 2 elements. The algorithm DSR always can find a path between two nodes within a bounded numblpr of steps if the two nodes in the star graph are cohnected. For the n-star graph with f < n -1 edge falults, DSR introduces the following message overhead,s that consist of three arguments: f / w , Vastted and Lanklast. It is obvious that the total number of the me: sage overheads of DSR is more than that of ROUTINIG. Assume that the total number of faults is less thanldegree n -1 of S,. Compared with DSR, ROUTINIG has the following advantages: 1. ROUTING iij better than DSR in the sense that ROUTING can directly tolerate not only edge faults but also node faults. 2. ROUTING id better than DSR in the time complexity. 
Conclusiains
This paper prelsented an adaptive distributed routing algorithm wibhout deadlock and livelock for the faulty star graphl. Based on the given routing rules and the concept of Breadth First Search, we can determine n -1 node-isjoint and edge-disjoint subgraphs, destination in this n-star graph. When faults are encountered, the algorithm can route messages to the destination by fiipding a fault-free node-disjoint subgraphs based on the local failure information and the properties of nodtks. The judgment of the type of faults is not required. 11; insures that the routing procedure is deadlock-free an([ livelock-free. If there are f 5 n -2 faults (node faulbs and/or edge faults) in the n-star graph, it can findl a path of length at most d(s, I)+4f to route message:b from the source s to the destination I successfully. ' which are derivedl 1. from n -1 adjacent edges of a given
